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FADE IN: 

INT. NORMAN’S GARAGE - NIGHT

Fast and frantic breathing in the near darkness... 

Thick brushwork on canvas - flesh, blacks and blues...

Nervous hands, covered in blood-red, smear red across a white 
surface... A single drop falls to the floor...

EXT. SUPER STORE - CAR PARK - NIGHT

A rattling shopping cart with a crooked wheel is forced  
across an empty, unevenly-surfaced car park. 

Pushing the cart are white-knuckled hands, dry paint marks 
between the fingers. Unpolished leather shoes trudge behind. 

INT. NORMAN’S BEDROOM - DAY

A digital alarm sounds. NORMAN ALDERSTONE, 48, well-built, 
but awkward-looking, hits the ‘off’ button. He checks the 
clock’s date and sighs in relief, a half-smile on his lips.

Wearing only worn, white underpants, Norman gets out of his 
single bed and walks out to the hallway.

INT. NORMAN’S HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

He pauses in front of the closed bathroom door. He closes his 
eyes, takes a deep breath, then reluctantly opens it.

INT. NORMAN’S BATHROOM - CONTINUOUS

Frozen animal carcasses hang from silver meat hooks.                                        

INT. NORMAN’S HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

Norman slams the door, stumbles backwards and collapses to 
the floor. 

NORMAN
(to self)                       
It’s okay... Today is a good day...

Norman closes his eyes to see the bathroom vision once again 
in his mind’s eye. He panics and stands with unsteadiness. 

He contemplates the door, then heads for the kitchen.

INT. NORMAN’S KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS

Norman sniffs his armpits. He leans over dirty dishes to 
splash his face with water. 

He searches for food and resorts to a handful of Captain 
Crunch straight from the box. 



INT. NORMAN’S BEDROOM - DAY

Still in underpants, Norman nervously puts on his work shirt.

INT. NORMAN’S KITCHEN - DAY

Dressed and holding his work bag, he pockets his keys and the 
last dog treat from a packet on top of his fridge.

INT. NORMAN’S FRONT DOOR - DAY

Norman opens the door. He hesitates, then closes it.

INT. NORMAN’S KITCHEN - DAY

Norman opens the pantry, revealing a top shelf stacked with 
pill containers. He opens one, which is full. 

He contemplates the pills, but does not take one. He returns 
them to the pantry and leaves for work.

EXT. SHOPPING CENTER - CAR PARK - DAY

Norman pushes carts around a near-empty car park. He is 
unshaven, his hair is a mess, but he is relaxed and cheery. 

LESLEY, 45, Norman’s Supervisor, stands by the store, smoking 
a cigarette. He watches Norman at work and shakes his head.

INT. DAN’S LOUNGE ROOM - DAY

A musical alarm (Indian sensuality) goes off and plays from 
Dan’s bedroom. GOTHIC GIRL, 25, lays unaffected on the sofa. 
Smeared, black eye makeup indicates a night of partying.

An expensive coffee table holds evidence of the night before - 
crystal glasses, empty champagne bottle, ashtray full of 
joints, pretentious coffee table books.

INT. DAN’S BEDROOM - DAY

The musical alarm continues... DAN ALDERSTONE, 43, frees a 
hand from under expensive sheets, hits the snooze button and 
disappears under the covers. 

INT. DAN’S LOUNGE ROOM - LATER

The musical alarm goes off again. Gothic Girl wakes. 

INT. DAN’S BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS

Dan hits the ‘off’ button. He fumbles for his watch and 
notices the date. 

DAN
(sarcastic)    
Great. Today is a ‘good day’.
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